FOOD & DRINK

Technology
Solutions
built to perform
& last

APC Technology has over 30 years of experience designing and
manufacturing rugged electronic solutions capable of enduring
and operating in the challenging environments of the food and
beverage industry. With thousands of food grade units in use
across Australia and overseas, we can engineer a solution to fit
your requirements.

We design and engineer custom,
ruggedised technology solutions for:

We offer unrivalled experience and capabilities to design,
manufacture, test and support a product that seamlessly
integrates into the existing infrastructure.

• Cold stores operation

• Abattoirs
• Meat processing
• Dairy processing
• Food preparation and packaging
• Fish processing
• Wineries
• Bottling.

We have proven capability and experience
→ We have partnered with leading
global suppliers, including Nexcom,
iBASE, Sunit, Getac and iKey.

→ We have a diverse client base,
injecting dynamism and supporting
a stability and reliability of service.

→ ISO 9001 for over fifteen years- We
focus on quality standards
and process compliance, including
design and manufacture to food grade
standards.

→ Build to print, build to spec,
commercial off-the-shelf and
integration options available.
→ Small batch to mass production
capabilities.

→ Panel PCs and displays built to
standard with 316 grade stainless steel.
→ Designed and manufactured to ingress
protection standards, our food &
beverage solutions are fully sealed,
rated to +60° C.

Solutions & Systems
→ HMI solutions

→ Industrial grade fanless systems

→ In-vehicle solutions

→ Food grade panel mount IP65+
touchscreen panel PCs & displays

→ Rugged mobile tablets & laptops

→ Printer & server cabinets

→ Generators

→ Food grade keyboards & pointers

Innovative Reliability

Built to Survive

Sustainment Planning

Our agile, bespoke rapid
prototyping means we can adapt
and overcome challenges early in
the development process.

Our panel PCs and displays are
built fully sealed, IP66 rated and
with sealed connectors for hot
wash and high pressured hosing.

We have a range of solutions
available to suit the criticality of
your equipment and enable you to
keep your hardware in service.

SECTOR FOOD & DRINK

CLIENT SUNFRESH SALADS

High Risk Area Food Grade Panel PCs
Sunfresh engaged APC Technology to design and manufacture a food grade FT
panel PC which incorporated custom components to meet their requirements.
The nature of a food environment demands key requirements are met for food
hygiene standards. The customised panel PCs’ key features included IP66 rating;
resistive touchscreen allowing for gloved operations; RJ45 to allow for a hard wire
internet connection; wall mount brackets suitable for refrigerated walls and a food
grade stylus.
“APC Technology have a proven pedigree of supplying rugged solutions to the
food industry and their expertise resulted in an adjustment in our requirements.
Based on their feedback we created a more positive end user experience.” - CFO,
Sunfresh Salads

SECTOR FOOD & DRINK

CLIENT ROCK PAPER SCISSORS

First Australian Self Service Drive-Thru Kiosks
The first self serve drive-thru kiosks in Australia has been engineered by APC
Technology. The unit has been designed to perform and survive in the extreme
Queensland weather. Customisation included additional weatherproofing, software
integration and ensuring the unit was vandal proof.
The return on investment has exceeded expectations. The first drive thru store
increased its turnover by 70% in the first 2 years, and figures show the drive thru
growth originally contributed to 15% of the revenue stream became 50%”.
“What I found amazing is we gave them our requirements, explained what
we needed and on receipt of the first round of drawings their engineering
department had really nailed what we were looking for.”— Director of Systems,
Rock Paper Scissors

For more information call us on 8363 0400
or visit apctechnology.com.au

Associations
DTC, AIDN, SIA, DIAA

